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A History of US
In this volume the authors translate and annotate key passages from ancient
authors to provide a history and an analysis of the origins and development of
technology. Among the topics covered are: * energy * basic mechanical devices *
agriculture * food processing and diet * mining and metallurgy * construction and
hydraulic engineering * household industry * transport and trade * military
technology. The sourcebook presents 150 ancient authors and a diverse range of
literary genres, such as, the encyclopedic Natural Histories of Pliny the Elder, the
poetry of Homer and Hesiod, the philosophy of Plato, Aristotle and Lucretius and
the agricultural treatise of Varro. Humphrey, Oleson and Sherwood provide a
comprehensive and accessible collection of rich and varied sources to illustrate
and elucidate the beginnings of technology. Glossaries of technological
terminology, indices of authors and subjects, introductions outlining the general
significance of the evidence, notes to explain the specific details, and a recent
bibliography make this volume a valuable research and teaching tool.

Translation/History/Culture
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A Sourcebook
Indian Civilization aims at familiarising its readers with the various
aspects that go into the making of the history of Indian civilisation. The
arrangement of the material in the chapters and selections conform to a rationally
conceived and planned scheme of history. The contents of the book presents an
extensive view of Indian life and thought.

A Source Book for Mediæval History
Pairing significant research with primary documents, Moviegoing in America charts
the evolution of film exhibition and reception as a function of changing patterns of
American community, identity, consumption, and the fabric of everyday life.
"Moviegoing in America is an important, groundbreaking book." -- The Moving
Image "Waller assembles an impressive collection that should become a key
resource in the teaching of film exhibition history." -- Screen

The Historical Source Book for Scribes
The Modern Middle East is a themed collection of translated sources covering
official and private archives, the periodical press, memoirs, western journalists'
and travellers' accounts, literature, and official reports. Each document is
presented and put in its historical context by an expert, providing a highly useful
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study of the Middle East from 1700 to the present day.
The American History Sourcebook
Chinese Civilization sets the standard for supplementary texts in Chinese history
courses. With newly expanded material, personal documents, social records, laws,
and documents that historians mistakenly ignore, the sixth edition is even more
useful than its classic predecessor. A complete and thorough introduction to
Chinese history and culture.

Medieval Religion
The Modern Middle East is a themed collection of translated sources covering
official and private archives, the periodical press, memoirs, western journalists'
and travellers' accounts, literature, and official reports. Each document is
presented and put in its historical context by an expert, providing a highly useful
resource for the study of the Middle East from 1700 to the present day.

A Source Book in Medieval Science
The most important and productive statements on the translation of literature from
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the 1920s are collected in this book. Arranged thematically around
the main topics which recur over the centuries - power, poetics, universe of
discourse, language, education - it contains texts previously unavailable in English,
and translated here for the first time from classical, Medieval, and Renaissance
Latin, from French and from German. As the first survey of its kind in both scope
and selection it argues that translation commands a central position in the shaping
of European literatures and cultures. ^Translation/History/Culture creates a
framework for further study of the history of translation in the West by tracing
European historical thought about translation, and discussing the topicality of
many of the texts included.

The History of the English Language
Contains 70 readings from the Fathers to Bernard Haring from Catholic and
Protestant traditions.

Photographers
Fresh translations of key texts, exhaustive coverage from Plato to Kant, and
detailed commentary by expert scholars of philosophy add up to make this
sourcebook the first and most comprehensive account of the history of the
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philosophical psychology are high-profile domains in current research, the volume
will inform our understanding of philosophical questions by shedding light on the
origins of core conceptual assumptions often arrived at before the instauration of
psychology as a recognized subject in its own right. The chapters closely follow
historical developments in our understanding of the mind, with sections dedicated
to ancient, medieval Latin and Arabic, and early modern periods of development.
The volume’s structural clarity enables readers to trace the entire progression of
philosophical understanding on specific topics related to the mind, such as the
nature of perception. Doing so reveals the fascinating contrasts between current
and historical approaches. In addition to its all-inclusive source material, the
volume provides subtle expert commentary that includes critical introductions to
each thematic section as well as detailed engagement with the central texts. A
voluminous bibliography includes hundreds of primary and secondary sources. The
sheer scale of this new publication sheds light on the progression, and
discontinuities, in our study of the philosophy of mind, and represents a major new
sourcebook in a field of extreme importance to our understanding of humanity as a
whole.

A History of the Western Art Market
This book is the first comprehensive guide to more than 3,000 organizations,
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other sources of information on U.S. history, politics, and culture. It
is a treasure trove for history buffs and an invaluable reference work for historians,
students, writers, and researchers.

A Sourcebook of Indian Civilization
A Companion to Gender History surveys the history of women around the world,
studies their interaction with men in gendered societies, and looks at the role of
gender in shaping human behavior over thousands of years. An extensive survey
of the history of women around the world, their interaction with men, and the role
of gender in shaping human behavior over thousands of years. Discusses family
history, the history of the body and sexuality, and cultural history alongside
women’s history and gender history. Considers the importance of class, region,
ethnicity, race and religion to the formation of gendered societies. Contains both
thematic essays and chronological-geographic essays. Gives due weight to prehistory and the pre-modern era as well as to the modern era. Written by scholars
from across the English-speaking world and scholars for whom English is not their
first language.

Sourcebook in the History of Philosophy of Language
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A fully illustrated exploration of fifteen writing styles drawn from historical
manuscripts. Clear examples show how the scripts were developed and used in the
past and how they can be written by modern calligraphers.

Lunar Sourcebook
Modern scholarship has exposed the intrinsic importance of medieval science and
confirmed its role in preserving and transmitting Greek and Arabic achievements.
This Source Book offers a rare opportunity to explore more than ten centuries of
European scientific thought. In it are approximately 190 selections by about 85
authors, most of them from the Latin West. Nearly half of the selections appear
here for the first time in any vernacular translation. The readings, a number of
them complete treatises, have been chosen to represent "science" in a medieval
rather than a modern sense. Thus, insofar as they are relevant to medieval
science, selections have been drawn from works on alchemy, astrology, logic, and
theology. Most of the book, however, reflects medieval understanding of, and
achievements in, the mathematical, physical, and biological sciences. Critical
commentary and annotation accompany the selections. An appendix contains brief
biographiesof all authors. This book will be an indispensible resource for students
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The Modern Middle East
This second edition of The History of the English Language- A Sourcebook provides
a comprehensive and accessible guide to the origins and development of the
English language. First published in 1992, the book contains over fifty illustrative
passages, drawn from the oldest English to the twentieth century. The passages
are contextualised by individual introductions and grouped into the traditional
periods of Old English, Early Middle English, Later Middle English, Early Modern
English and Modern English. These periods are connected by brief essays
explaining the major linguistic developments associated with each period, to
produce a continuous outline history. For this new edition Professor Burnley has
expanded the outline of linguistic features at each of the main chronological
divisions and included more selections and illustrations. A new section has also
been included to illustrate the language of advertising from the 18th century to the
present. The book will be of general interest to all those interested in the origins
and development of the English language, and in particular to students and
teachers of the history of the English language at A-level and university.

From Gutenberg to the Internet
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From Gutenberg
to the Internet presents 63 original readings from the history of
computing, networking, and telecommunications arranged thematically by
chapters. Most of the readings record basic discoveries from the 1830s through the
1960s that laid the foundation of the world of digital information in which we live.
These readings, some of which are illustrated, trace historic steps from the early
nineteenth century development of telegraph systems---the first data
networks---through the development of the earliest general-purpose programmable
computers and the earliest software, to the foundation in 1969 of ARPANET, the
first national computer network that eventually became the Internet. The readings
will allow you to review early developments and ideas in the history of information
technology that eventually led to the convergence of computing, data networking,
and telecommunications in the Internet. The editor has written a lengthy illustrated
historical introduction concerning the impact of the Internet on book culture. It
compares and contrasts the transition from manuscript to print initiated by
Gutenberg's invention of printing by moveable type in the 15th century with the
transition that began in the mid-19th century from a print-centric world to the
present world in which printing co-exists with various electronic media that
converged to form the Internet. He also provided a comprehensive and wideranging annotated timeline covering selected developments in the history of
information technology from the year 100 up to 2004, and supplied introductory
notes to each reading. Some introductory notes contain supplementary
illustrations.
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For the first time in English, this anthology offers a comprehensive selection of
primary sources in the history of philosophy of language. Beginning with a detailed
introduction contextualizing the subject, the editors draw out recurring themes,
including the origin of language, the role of nature and convention in fixing form
and meaning, language acquisition, ideal languages, varieties of meanings,
language as a tool, and the nexus of language and thought, linking them to
representative texts. The handbook moves on to offer seminal contributions from
philosophers ranging from the pre-Socratics up to John Stuart Mill, preceding each
major historical section with its own introductory assessment. With all of the most
relevant primary texts on the philosophy of language included, covering well over
two millennia, this judicious, and generous, selection of source material will be an
indispensable research tool for historians of philosophy, as well as for philosophers
of language, in the twenty-first century. A vital tool for researchers and
contemporary philosophers, it will be a touchstone for much further research, with
coverage of a long and varied tradition that will benefit today’s scholars and
enhance their awareness of earlier contributions to the field.

History of the Franks
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This book provides
a wide-ranging collection of original source material that covers
the history of medieval religion from the fall of the Roman Empire to the
Renaissance. Easy to read and accessible to students, with introductions to each
section explaining the main themes and issues raised, it provides coverage of the
key elements of the history of the Western Church in the period, including: the
Papacy saints monastic orders popular piety and devotion sections on the Eastern
Church, Judaism, Islam and Mysticism. The texts selected are arranged clearly in
chronological order and each one is introduced by a brief editorial note to provide
context. Medieval Religion also includes a comprehensive further reading section.

The History of Sexuality in Europe
This oustanding sourcebook brings together the work of major Enlightenment
thinkers to illustrate the full importance and achievements of this great period of
change.

Moviegoing in America
Incorporating a wide range of visual and translated written sources, The Modern
Spain Sourcebook documents Spain's history from the Enlightenment to the
present. The book is thematically arranged and includes six key primary sources
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on ten significant
areas of Spanish history, including the arts, work, education,
religion, politics, sexuality and empire. As well as the book's overarching
introduction, there are theme-specific introductions and vital historical context
sections provided for the sources that are presented. There are also useful
suggested analytical questions and helpful web link lists included throughout. The
Modern Spain Sourcebook covers political and economic history, but moves beyond
this to provide a more complete picture of Spanish history through the sources
selected with gender history, social history and cultural history coming to the fore.
This is a crucial text containing a vital trove of primary material for all students of
Spain and its history.

The Columbia Sourcebook of Muslims in the United States
Chinese Civilization
Contains source documents for American history and the series index.

Sourcebook of Coaching History
Argues that deaf Americans consider English secondary to American Sign
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Sourcebook for the History of the Philosophy of Mind
This short history and sourcebook is the very first of its kind to cover the field
artillery from the Middle Ages to the present in terms of technology, organization,
tactics, and doctrine.

The History of Sexuality Sourcebook
This selection of original documents in English translation examines the
constitutional and political problems of France in the decade 1785-1795 through
the writings of contemporaries. This text gives a full picture of the preRevolutionary period, the Constituent Assembly, and the Terror and provides an
extraordinarily vivid guide to this key historical period.

The Field Artillery
"This volume is a keeper. Courses based on Kuefler will illuminate their audiences
and probably win teaching awards too." - Paul R. Hyams, Cornell University
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A Sourcebook of Early Modern European History
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of
the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain
in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United
States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or
corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we
concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made
generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work
has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the
original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important
part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.

The Enlightenment
In The Natural History of Bumblebees, biologists Carol A. Kearns and James D.
Thomson give amateurs and professionals alike the basic knowledge to pursue the
joys of observing and investigating these attractive and amenable subjects. Packed
with information on bumblebee colonies, bee honeypots, bee development,
foraging behavior, as well as instructions for maintaining bumblebees in captivity,
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to aid in the identification of over fifty species of North American bumblebeevirtually every known species on this continent. Until now, even the basic
identification of North American bumblebees has been through the use of highly
technical regional keys. The Natural History of Bumblebees fills a gap in the
literature and provides amateur enthusiasts, educators, and scholars the
information to develop their own projects in bumblebee biology. Kearns and
Thomson also provide detailed instructions for constructing simple equipment that
facilitates bee wrangling: the handling, tagging, studying, and raising of
bumblebees. They present suggestions for research projects and identify areas of
incomplete knowledge requiring further research. This book is an invaluable
reference for students and scholars of native pollinators and an indispensable
resource for naturalists, gardeners, and anyone who has ever been fascinated by
the flight of the bumblebee.

Deaf World
This book contains a compendium of 25 papers published since the 1970s dealing
with pi and associated topics of mathematics and computer science. The collection
begins with a Foreword by Bruce Berndt. Each contribution is preceded by a brief
summary of its content as well as a short key word list indicating how the content
relates to others in the collection. The volume includes articles on actual
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pi, articles on mathematical questions related to pi (e.g., “Is pi
normal?”), articles presenting new and often amazing techniques for computing
digits of pi (e.g., the “BBP” algorithm for pi, which permits one to compute an
arbitrary binary digit of pi without needing to compute any of the digits that came
before), papers presenting important fundamental mathematical results relating to
pi, and papers presenting new, high-tech techniques for analyzing pi (i.e., new
graphical techniques that permit one to visually see if pi and other numbers are
“normal”). This volume is a companion to Pi: A Source Book whose third edition
released in 2004. The present collection begins with 2 papers from 1976, published
by Eugene Salamin and Richard Brent, which describe “quadratically convergent”
algorithms for pi and other basic mathematical functions, derived from some
mathematical work of Gauss. Bailey and Borwein hold that these two papers
constitute the beginning of the modern era of computational mathematics. This
time period (1970s) also corresponds with the introduction of high-performance
computer systems (supercomputers), which since that time have increased
relentlessly in power, by approximately a factor of 100,000,000, advancing roughly
at the same rate as Moore’s Law of semiconductor technology. This book may be
of interest to a wide range of mathematical readers; some articles cover more
advanced research questions suitable for active researchers in the field, but
several are highly accessible to undergraduate mathematics students.

The Modern Spain Sourcebook
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The world's most comprehensive, well documented and well illustrated book on
this subject. With extensive subject and geographical index. 234 photographs and
illustrations - mostly color. Free of charge in digital PDF format on Google Books

Sourcebook and Index
Contains source documents for American history, and the series index.

Pi: The Next Generation
Art in a commercial world -- Artists and collectors in the market for art -- The Italian
City-States -- Antwerp -- Amsterdam -- Germany and Spain -- London -- Paris -- Art
consumption in industrial America -- New York -- The global art market

The French Revolution Sourcebook
A Sourcebook of Early Modern European History not only provides instructors with
primary sources of a manageable length and translated into English, it also offers
students a concise explanation of their context and meaning. By covering different
areas of early modern life through the lens of contemporaries’ experiences, this
book serves as an introduction to the early modern European world in a way that a
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narrative history
of the period cannot. It is divided into six subject areas, each
comprising between twelve and fourteen explicated sources: I. The fabric of
communities: Social interaction and social control; II. Social spaces: Experiencing
and negotiating encounters; III. Propriety, legitimacy, fi delity: Gender, marriage,
and the family; IV. Expressions of faith: Offi cial and popular religion; V. Realms
intertwined: Religion and politics; and, VI. Defining the religious other: Identities
and conflicts. Spanning the period from c. 1450 to c. 1750 and including primary
sources from across early modern Europe, from Spain to Transylvania, Italy to
Iceland, and the European colonies, this book provides an excellent sense of the
diversity and complexity of human experience during this time whilst drawing
attention to key themes and events of the period. It is ideal for students of early
modern history, and of early modern Europe in particular.

A Companion to Gender History
Presents a patchwork narrative of Muslims from different ethnic and class
backgrounds, religious orientations, and political affiliations, bringing together an
unusually personal collection of essays and documents from an incredibly diverse
group of Americans who call themselves Muslims.

Readings in Christian Ethics
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Professional coaching
Coaching in a business setting integrates the substance of behavioral psychology,
human development and motivation with business concepts. In her
groundbreaking work, Dr. Vikki G. Brock presents a comprehensive review of the
historical roots of coaching and the influence of pioneers in related fields to
business and professional coaching as we know it today. Never before has so much
information been distilled from research and popular literature dating back to the
mid 1970s to highlight implications for the coaching field and its positive impact on
postmodern society. Providing the best available account of the origins and early
years of coaching, the Sourcebook of Coaching History speaks to a variety of
audiences. Professional associations, educational and training institutions will want
this book for their coaching programs to provide a foundation for their
stakeholders. Professional coaches will deepen their understanding of the field and
the contributions of pioneers from the fields of human development and
motivation. This book is also valuable for organizations with internal Learning and
Development, Organization Effectiveness, and Coaching initiatives. entail health
care professionals and sports coaching organizations will also find value from
knowing the history of coaching and its emergence to fill a need in postmodern
organizations.

Fashion Details
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A historical sourcebook
illustrators Auguste Racinet and Friedrich Hottenroth with an authoritative modern
text, this book is a study of the rich vocabulary of style through the ages. Subjects
are presented first by chronology and then by subject, so that illustrators,
historians and students alike can choose to follow the development of fashion
through the centuries, or study individual styles, items and accessories. A
comprehensive visual study of the rich vocabulary of clothing and style through
the ages, Fashion Details is an essential resource for costume designers,
historians, actors, directors – anyone with an interest in fashion. This invaluable
sourcebook includes authoritative narrative from leading experts in the history of
costume, contemporary quotes that reveal the impact of styles in their day,
detailed annotation and an extensive glossary. From the Ancient World through to
nineteenth century Europe, by way of Asia, Africa, Oceania and the Americas, this
journey through historical costume is elegantly illustrated with images drawn from
a variety of sources.

Roman Social History
The only work to date to collect data gathered during the American and Soviet
missions in an accessible and complete reference of current scientific and technical
information about the Moon.
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The Modern Middle East
This Sourcebook contains a comprehensive collection of sources on the topic of the
social history of the Roman world during the late Republic and the first two
centuries AD. Designed to form the basis for courses in Roman social history, this
excellent resource covers original translations from sources such as inscriptions,
papyri, and legal texts. Topics include: social inequality and class games,
gladiators and attitudes to violence the role of slaves in Roman society economy
and taxation the Roman legal system the Roman family and gender roles. Including
extensive explanatory notes, maps and bibliographies, this Sourcebook is the ideal
resource for all students and teachers embarking on a course in Roman social
history.

Greek and Roman Technology: A Sourcebook
"A Source Book for Mediæval History" by Oliver J. Thatcher, Edgar Holmes McNeal.
Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that
encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and nonfiction to forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue the
books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited
and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to
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produce eBooks
that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality
digital format.

The Natural History of Bumblebees
The History of Sexuality in Europe: A Sourcebook and Reader is a dynamic
introduction to the latest debates in the history of Sexuality in Europe. It begins
with an introduction, "The Magnetic Poetry Kit of Sex," that surveys the field of
sexuality and introduces the new concept of sexual grammar. The Reader focuses
on the modern age, but has three chapters on the ancient and medieval world to
demonstrate their very different cultures of sexuality. Each section of the Reader
pairs the latest chapters and articles by experts with primary sources, addressing
questions such as: Why did ancient Greek philosophers and medieval Islamic poets
celebrate menâe(tm)s desire for each other? Was Jesus a queer eunuch? Were
Victorians sexually repressed? How did nonwestern cultures change some
Europeansâe(tm) ideas about sex? Does regulating prostitution protect or punish
women who sell sex? How did sexologists learn from feminists, and men and
women who desired those of the same sex? Were 60s feminists pro or anti sex? An
essential collection for all students of the history of sexuality.
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